
Welcome to the FifthWelcome to the Fifth
Almost-Annual Better LightAlmost-Annual Better Light

OwnersOwners’’ Conference Conference

……itit’’s gonna be s gonna be HOT!!HOT!!



COLOR ACCURACYCOLOR ACCURACY

more than more than you ever wanted to knowyou ever wanted to know
- including -- including -

how to improvehow to improve your camera profile your camera profile



““Color AccuracyColor Accuracy”…”…

¬¬ How accurately does a device render color?How accurately does a device render color?

¬¬ ……compared to what?compared to what?

¬¬ ……under what conditions?under what conditions?

¬¬ ……using what terminology?using what terminology?



Spectral response methodSpectral response method
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compares the actual response of a device with itscompares the actual response of a device with its
theoretical response, based on spectral data for thetheoretical response, based on spectral data for the

reference chart being used, and for the devicereference chart being used, and for the device
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Calculated device response to eachCalculated device response to each
reference chart color patch:reference chart color patch:
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This method involves many calculationsThis method involves many calculations……



……with little surprisewith little surprise
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meas R

calc G

meas G

calc B

meas B

the measured response of a Better Light scanning backthe measured response of a Better Light scanning back
corresponds very closely to its calculated responsecorresponds very closely to its calculated response

but how well does the device responsebut how well does the device response
correspond to a correspond to a standardstandard response? response?



What is a standard response?What is a standard response?

¬¬ Characterizing the Characterizing the ““nativenative”” response of a device is a response of a device is a
good first step, but a device should also be capable ofgood first step, but a device should also be capable of
rendering colors according to an accepted standard,rendering colors according to an accepted standard,
to provide a to provide a ““standard responsestandard response””

¬¬ This usually involves three-dimensional calculations toThis usually involves three-dimensional calculations to
convert the device response to a standard responseconvert the device response to a standard response

¬¬ The above is equivalent to converting from the colorThe above is equivalent to converting from the color
space of the device to a standard color spacespace of the device to a standard color space



Color space Color space –– the final frontier the final frontier……

Adobe RGB 1998 color space displayed by ColorThinkAdobe RGB 1998 color space displayed by ColorThink



Describing color with a 3D spaceDescribing color with a 3D space

brightest point = whitebrightest point = white

darkest point = blackdarkest point = black

max diameter = max diameter = 
max saturationmax saturation

increasing brightness,increasing brightness,
increasing saturationincreasing saturation

increasing brightness,increasing brightness,
decreasing saturationdecreasing saturation

neutrals areneutrals are
at centerat center

huehue



Describing color with a 2D spaceDescribing color with a 2D space

yellowyellow

blueblue

redred

magentamagentacyancyan

greengreen

graygray
huehue

saturationsaturation
Brightness (3Brightness (3rdrd

dimension) isdimension) is
perpendicular toperpendicular to
this color planethis color plane



Describing color with a standard spaceDescribing color with a standard space
yellowyellow

blueblue

redred

magentamagentacyancyan

greengreen

aa

bb

Lightness (3Lightness (3rdrd

dimension) isdimension) is
perpendicular toperpendicular to
this color planethis color plane



Not all color spaces are equalNot all color spaces are equal

Adobe RGBAdobe RGB

ProPhoto RGBProPhoto RGB



Identical RGB data can representIdentical RGB data can represent
different colors in different color spacesdifferent colors in different color spaces

R=0, G=255, B=0R=0, G=255, B=0
in ProPhoto RGBin ProPhoto RGB

andand
in Adobe RGBin Adobe RGB



A standardized method for evaluatingA standardized method for evaluating
and expressing color accuracyand expressing color accuracy

¬¬ a physical a physical reference chartreference chart to photograph with the to photograph with the
device being tested under standard conditionsdevice being tested under standard conditions

¬¬ a a reference chart color spacereference chart color space with the ideal data with the ideal data
values for the chart under standard conditionsvalues for the chart under standard conditions

¬¬ a a way to relate or convertway to relate or convert the device color space to the device color space to
the reference chart color spacethe reference chart color space

¬¬ a a way to measure and show errorsway to measure and show errors in the device in the device’’ss
rendition of the reference chartrendition of the reference chart



A standardized method for evaluatingA standardized method for evaluating
and expressing color accuracyand expressing color accuracy

reference chartreference chart

device device 
being testedbeing tested

standard standard 
illuminationillumination

reference data inreference data in
standard spacestandard space

image data inimage data in
device spacedevice space

color space color space 
conversionconversion

ANALYSISANALYSIS
andand

REPORTINGREPORTING

image data inimage data in
standard spacestandard space



This same method can be used toThis same method can be used to
evaluate the accuracy of a profileevaluate the accuracy of a profile

reference chartreference chart

device being device being 
testedtestedlight sourcelight source

reference data inreference data in
standard spacestandard space

image data inimage data in
device/light spacedevice/light space

color space color space 
conversionconversion

ANALYSISANALYSIS
andand

REPORTINGREPORTING

image data inimage data in
standard spacestandard space

device/lightdevice/light
profileprofile



Ideally, the device/light profile isIdeally, the device/light profile is
generated by a different reference chartgenerated by a different reference chart

reference chartreference chart

device being device being 
testedtestedlight sourcelight source

reference data inreference data in
standard spacestandard space

image data inimage data in
device/light spacedevice/light space

profile profile 
generatorgenerator

device/lightdevice/light
profileprofile



Potential sources of errorPotential sources of error

reference chartreference chart

device being device being 
testedtestedlight sourcelight source

reference data inreference data in
standard spacestandard space

image data inimage data in
device/light spacedevice/light space

color space color space 
conversionconversion

ANALYSISANALYSIS
andand

REPORTINGREPORTING

image data inimage data in
standard spacestandard space

device/lightdevice/light
profileprofile

physical chartphysical chart
may not matchmay not match
reference datareference data

conversion mayconversion may
be inaccuratebe inaccurate

analysis mayanalysis may
be inaccuratebe inaccurate

profile mayprofile may
be inaccuratebe inaccurate

reference chartreference chart
may be improperly may be improperly 

illuminatedilluminated

exposure mayexposure may
be incorrectbe incorrect



Items needed for these tests:Items needed for these tests:

¬¬ consistent light sourceconsistent light source
¬¬ reference chart for making profilereference chart for making profile
¬¬ reference chart for evaluating accuracyreference chart for evaluating accuracy
¬¬ profiling softwareprofiling software
¬¬ color space conversion softwarecolor space conversion software
¬¬ analysis and reporting softwareanalysis and reporting software
¬¬ curiosity and persistencecuriosity and persistence



Analysis and Reporting softwareAnalysis and Reporting software
inexpensive color accuracyinexpensive color accuracy
evaluation software is nowevaluation software is now

available fromavailable from

www.imatest.comwww.imatest.com



Imatest ColorCheckImatest ColorCheck

¬¬ compares the color accuracy of an image of a Macbethcompares the color accuracy of an image of a Macbeth
ColorChecker captured by the device being tested,ColorChecker captured by the device being tested,
expressed in your choice of standard color spaces, to yourexpressed in your choice of standard color spaces, to your
choice of reference datachoice of reference data

¬¬ many different versions of reference data for themany different versions of reference data for the
ColorChecker exist ColorChecker exist –– for different color spaces and/or for different color spaces and/or
illuminantsilluminants

¬¬ ColorCheck requires the device image to be converted toColorCheck requires the device image to be converted to
the selected standard color space (does not recognize orthe selected standard color space (does not recognize or
use ICC profiles)use ICC profiles)

¬¬ expresses results in several easy-to-understand ways,expresses results in several easy-to-understand ways,
including graphic plots and visual comparison chartsincluding graphic plots and visual comparison charts



ColorCheck workflowColorCheck workflow

selectedselected
ColorCheckerColorChecker
reference datareference data

(optional)(optional)
device/lightdevice/light
ICC profileICC profile

image ofimage of
ColorCheckerColorChecker
from devicefrom device

device beingdevice being
testedtested

Photoshop:Photoshop:
convert toconvert to

standard colorstandard color
space, usingspace, using
any suppliedany supplied
input profileinput profile

image from device inimage from device in
standard color spacestandard color spaceimatestimatest

ColorCheckColorCheck



ColorCheck variablesColorCheck variables

selectedselected
ColorCheckerColorChecker
reference datareference data

(optional)(optional)
device/lightdevice/light
ICC profileICC profile

image ofimage of
ColorCheckerColorChecker
from devicefrom device

device beingdevice being
testedtested

Photoshop:Photoshop:
convert toconvert to

standard colorstandard color
space, usingspace, using
any suppliedany supplied
input profileinput profile

image from device inimage from device in
standard color spacestandard color spaceimatestimatest

ColorCheckColorCheck

change exposure,change exposure,
color balance,color balance,

contrastcontrast

choose differentchoose different
reference datareference data

change profilechange profile

choose differentchoose different
color spacecolor space



ICC profile variablesICC profile variables

reference chartreference chart

device being device being 
testedtestedlight sourcelight source

reference data inreference data in
standard spacestandard space

image data inimage data in
device/light spacedevice/light space

profile profile 
generatorgenerator

device/lightdevice/light
profileprofile

change exposure,change exposure,
color balance, contrastcolor balance, contrast

choose differentchoose different
reference datareference data

(change reference(change reference
illuminant)illuminant)



So many variables, so little timeSo many variables, so little time……

¬¬ reference chart should be uniformly illuminatedreference chart should be uniformly illuminated

¬¬ position chart in the center of the image areaposition chart in the center of the image area

¬¬ reference chart image should be neutral-balancedreference chart image should be neutral-balanced
and properly exposed for the gamma of theand properly exposed for the gamma of the
reference data setreference data set

¬¬ adjust the Tone curve (if used) to fine-tune grayadjust the Tone curve (if used) to fine-tune gray
scale for proper gamma, if necessaryscale for proper gamma, if necessary

¬¬ ColorCheck reference data color space and targetColorCheck reference data color space and target
standard space should be the samestandard space should be the same



More simplificationsMore simplifications

¬¬ use your Photoshop working space as the targetuse your Photoshop working space as the target
standard color space (presuming ColorCheckstandard color space (presuming ColorCheck
supports this space as a reference data colorsupports this space as a reference data color
space)space)

¬¬ choose a reference data set using the referencechoose a reference data set using the reference
data color space (= working space)data color space (= working space)

¬¬ only need one perfectly neutral-balanced andonly need one perfectly neutral-balanced and
exposed ColorChecker image adjusted for theexposed ColorChecker image adjusted for the
target (working space) gammatarget (working space) gamma



So what ARE we changing?So what ARE we changing?

¬¬ our intention is to produce a device profile andour intention is to produce a device profile and
workflow that consistently delivers the mostworkflow that consistently delivers the most
accurate color response compared to a standardaccurate color response compared to a standard
responseresponse

¬¬ we can fine-tune the profile by optimizing thewe can fine-tune the profile by optimizing the
profile reference chart exposure, and by changingprofile reference chart exposure, and by changing
profile generation characteristicsprofile generation characteristics

¬¬ we can fine-tune the workflow itselfwe can fine-tune the workflow itself



Getting startedGetting started

¬¬ capture a properly-exposed and neutralized image of acapture a properly-exposed and neutralized image of a
ColorChecker adjusted for the gamma of your PhotoshopColorChecker adjusted for the gamma of your Photoshop
working space (e.g., 2.2 for Adobe RGB 1998)working space (e.g., 2.2 for Adobe RGB 1998)

RGB values expectedRGB values expected
by ColorCheck:by ColorCheck:
white = 242white = 242
gray1 = 201gray1 = 201
gray2 = 161gray2 = 161
gray3 = 122gray3 = 122
gray4 = 84gray4 = 84
black = 54black = 54

RGB values fromRGB values from
Robin Myers:Robin Myers:
white = 243white = 243
gray1 = 201gray1 = 201
gray2 = 161gray2 = 161
gray3 = 122gray3 = 122
gray4 = 85gray4 = 85
black = 53black = 53



Testing an unprofiled imageTesting an unprofiled image

ColorCheckerColorChecker
reference datareference data
compatible withcompatible with
target standardtarget standard
color spacecolor space

since ColorChecker image hassince ColorChecker image has
been adjusted for proper neutralbeen adjusted for proper neutral
balance, exposure, and gamma,balance, exposure, and gamma,
it can be presumed to already beit can be presumed to already be
in target standard color spacein target standard color space
(e.g., Adobe RGB 1998)(e.g., Adobe RGB 1998)

imatestimatest
ColorCheckColorCheck

1.1. open and crop ColorCheckeropen and crop ColorChecker
image in imatest ColorCheckimage in imatest ColorCheck

2.2. select appropriate referenceselect appropriate reference
data (e.g., GretagMacbethdata (e.g., GretagMacbeth
default)default)

3.3. select proper target standardselect proper target standard
color space (e.g., Adobe RGBcolor space (e.g., Adobe RGB
1998)1998)

4.4. click OK to run ColorCheckclick OK to run ColorCheck



Testing an unprofiled imageTesting an unprofiled image
Repro 2.2 curve unprofiled:  Sat 79%   deltaE 8.44   sigma 10.6   expErr -.03Repro 2.2 curve unprofiled:  Sat 79%   deltaE 8.44   sigma 10.6   expErr -.03



Testing a profiled imageTesting a profiled image

ColorChecker reference dataColorChecker reference data
compatible with targetcompatible with target
standard color spacestandard color space

open ColorChecker imageopen ColorChecker image
in Photoshopin Photoshop

imatestimatest
ColorCheckColorCheck

1.1. open and crop convertedopen and crop converted
image in imatest ColorCheckimage in imatest ColorCheck

2.2. select appropriate referenceselect appropriate reference
data (e.g., GretagMacbethdata (e.g., GretagMacbeth
default)default)

3.3. select proper target standardselect proper target standard
color space (e.g., Adobe RGBcolor space (e.g., Adobe RGB
1998)1998)

4.4. click OK to run ColorCheckclick OK to run ColorCheck

1.1. ASSIGN desired device profileASSIGN desired device profile

2.2. CONVERT to target standard colorCONVERT to target standard color
space (e.g., Adobe RGB 1998)space (e.g., Adobe RGB 1998)

3.3. SAVE converted image withSAVE converted image with
unique file nameunique file name



Testing a profiled imageTesting a profiled image
Repro 2.2 profiled(2.0; d65):  Sat 91%   deltaE 3.05   sigma 3.69   expErr 0.19Repro 2.2 profiled(2.0; d65):  Sat 91%   deltaE 3.05   sigma 3.69   expErr 0.19



The importance of matching profileThe importance of matching profile
and test image gammaand test image gamma

Repro 2.0 profiled(2.0; d65):  Sat 99%   deltaE 2.39   sigma 3.16   expErr 0.00Repro 2.0 profiled(2.0; d65):  Sat 99%   deltaE 2.39   sigma 3.16   expErr 0.00



The importance of choosing the rightThe importance of choosing the right
profile illuminantprofile illuminant

Repro 2.0 profiled(2.0; d50):  Sat 100%   deltaE 3.71   sigma 4.94   expErr 0.00Repro 2.0 profiled(2.0; d50):  Sat 100%   deltaE 3.71   sigma 4.94   expErr 0.00



The importance of choosing the rightThe importance of choosing the right
profile illuminantprofile illuminant

Repro 2.0 profiled(2.0; NL HID):  Sat 101%   deltaE 5.04   sigma 6.51   expErr 0.01Repro 2.0 profiled(2.0; NL HID):  Sat 101%   deltaE 5.04   sigma 6.51   expErr 0.01



Testing three different profileTesting three different profile
generation packagesgeneration packages

Repro 2.2 profiled(ProfileMaker):  Sat 104%   deltaE 3.89   sigma 5.03   expErr -.03Repro 2.2 profiled(ProfileMaker):  Sat 104%   deltaE 3.89   sigma 5.03   expErr -.03



Testing three different profileTesting three different profile
generation packagesgeneration packages

Repro 2.2 profiled(MonacoProfiler):  Sat 106%   deltaE 4.29   sigma 4.97   expErr -.08Repro 2.2 profiled(MonacoProfiler):  Sat 106%   deltaE 4.29   sigma 4.97   expErr -.08



Testing three different profileTesting three different profile
generation packagesgeneration packages

Repro 2.2 profiled(InCamera):  Sat 108%   deltaE 5.25   sigma 6.48   expErr -.04Repro 2.2 profiled(InCamera):  Sat 108%   deltaE 5.25   sigma 6.48   expErr -.04



Using the same reference image toUsing the same reference image to
make a profile and test accuracymake a profile and test accuracy
Repro 2.2 profiled(same):  Sat 102%   deltaE 2.23   sigma 2.76   expErr 0.01Repro 2.2 profiled(same):  Sat 102%   deltaE 2.23   sigma 2.76   expErr 0.01



Using the same reference image, but differentUsing the same reference image, but different
reference data, to make a profile and test accuracyreference data, to make a profile and test accuracy

Repro 2.2 profiled(same):  Sat 100%   deltaE 2.22   sigma 2.91   expErr 0.01Repro 2.2 profiled(same):  Sat 100%   deltaE 2.22   sigma 2.91   expErr 0.01



Testing a DNG imageTesting a DNG image

ColorChecker reference dataColorChecker reference data
compatible with targetcompatible with target
standard color spacestandard color space

open ColorChecker DNGopen ColorChecker DNG
image in Photoshopimage in Photoshop

imatestimatest
ColorCheckColorCheck

1.1. open and crop convertedopen and crop converted
image in imatest ColorCheckimage in imatest ColorCheck

2.2. select appropriate referenceselect appropriate reference
data (e.g., GretagMacbethdata (e.g., GretagMacbeth
default)default)

3.3. select proper target standardselect proper target standard
color space (e.g., Adobe RGBcolor space (e.g., Adobe RGB
1998)1998)

4.4. click OK to run ColorCheckclick OK to run ColorCheck

1.1. adjust Camera Raw curve for properadjust Camera Raw curve for proper
gray patch RGB valuesgray patch RGB values

2.2. OPEN into target standard colorOPEN into target standard color
space (e.g., Adobe RGB 1998)space (e.g., Adobe RGB 1998)

3.3. SAVE converted image with uniqueSAVE converted image with unique
file namefile name



Testing a DNG imageTesting a DNG image
DNG image through Camera Raw:  Sat 100%   deltaE 6.18   sigma 8.2   expErr 0.00DNG image through Camera Raw:  Sat 100%   deltaE 6.18   sigma 8.2   expErr 0.00



Another method for improving color accuracyAnother method for improving color accuracy

raw RGB image data beingraw RGB image data being
retrieved from Better Lightretrieved from Better Light

USB2 control boxUSB2 control box
8 or 16 bit per color8 or 16 bit per color
Tone curve, or NoneTone curve, or None

saved RGB file fromsaved RGB file from
File ManagerFile Manager

optional raw data coloroptional raw data color
correction module incorrection module in
ViewFinder softwareViewFinder software

(optional attached(optional attached
device profile)device profile)

For linear-with-intensity data:For linear-with-intensity data:
Rcorr = R + (Rcorr = R + (aa * (R-G)) + ( * (R-G)) + (bb * (R-B)) * (R-B))
Gcorr = G + (Gcorr = G + (cc * (R-G)) + ( * (R-G)) + (dd * (G-B)) * (G-B))
Bcorr = B + (Bcorr = B + (ee * (R-B)) + ( * (R-B)) + (ff * (G-B)) * (G-B))
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Testing a custom color correctionTesting a custom color correction
Repro 2.2 corrected:  Sat 90%   deltaE 6.32   sigma 8   expErr -.01Repro 2.2 corrected:  Sat 90%   deltaE 6.32   sigma 8   expErr -.01



Comparing the custom correction toComparing the custom correction to
the unprofiled imagethe unprofiled image

Repro 2.2 curve unprofiled:  Sat 79%   deltaE 8.44   sigma 10.6   expErr -.03Repro 2.2 curve unprofiled:  Sat 79%   deltaE 8.44   sigma 10.6   expErr -.03



Profiling a custom color correctionProfiling a custom color correction

Repro 2.2 corrected profiled(same):  Sat 102%   deltaE 2.2   sigma 2.71   expErr 0.02Repro 2.2 corrected profiled(same):  Sat 102%   deltaE 2.2   sigma 2.71   expErr 0.02



But wait But wait –– there there’’s mores more……

¬¬ Using a profile to achieve accurate color patchUsing a profile to achieve accurate color patch
response is fine, but the profile should also beresponse is fine, but the profile should also be
well-behaved throughout the tonal scalewell-behaved throughout the tonal scale

¬¬ The Macbeth ColorChecker only has six gray scaleThe Macbeth ColorChecker only has six gray scale
patches and eighteen colors for evaluationpatches and eighteen colors for evaluation

¬¬ Applying the profile to a special test imageApplying the profile to a special test image
provides additional ways of examining the profileprovides additional ways of examining the profile’’ss
tonal behaviortonal behavior



The The nuSHADES.tifnuSHADES.tif  digitally-  digitally-
generated test imagegenerated test image

R  0 R  0 –– 255 255
R 15 R 15 –– 240 240
R 30 R 30 –– 225 225

R+G 0 R+G 0 –– 255 255

G  0 G  0 –– 255 255
G 15 G 15 –– 240 240
G 30 G 30 –– 225 225

G+B 0 G+B 0 –– 255 255

B  0 B  0 –– 255 255
B 15 B 15 –– 240 240
B 30 B 30 –– 225 225

B+R 0 B+R 0 –– 255 255

Neutral blocksNeutral blocks

RGB  0 RGB  0 –– 255 255
RGB 15 RGB 15 –– 240 240
RGB 30 RGB 30 –– 225 225
RGB 45 RGB 45 –– 210 210

nuSHADES.tifnuSHADES.tif
contains pure RED,contains pure RED,

GREEN, BLUE,GREEN, BLUE,
CYAN, MAGENTA,CYAN, MAGENTA,

YELLOW, andYELLOW, and
NEUTRALNEUTRAL

gradients with allgradients with all
data values from 0data values from 0

to 255to 255

the Neutral blocksthe Neutral blocks
each have aeach have a
smaller blocksmaller block

inside of +16 datainside of +16 data
values values –– the the
smaller blocksmaller block

should be visibleshould be visible
within each blockwithin each block
throughout thethroughout the

tone scaletone scale



Applying a profile to nuSHADESApplying a profile to nuSHADES

When the image nuSHADES.tif is opened in Photoshop,When the image nuSHADES.tif is opened in Photoshop,
its its ““purepure””, unprofiled RGB data values are displayed in, unprofiled RGB data values are displayed in
PhotoshopPhotoshop’’s working space (e.g., Adobe RGB 1998).s working space (e.g., Adobe RGB 1998).

ASSIGNING a profile to this image will cause PhotoshopASSIGNING a profile to this image will cause Photoshop
to display the to display the ““purepure”” image data through the selected image data through the selected
profile, thereby showing the effects of the profile on thisprofile, thereby showing the effects of the profile on this
data.  The image with assigned profile can be saveddata.  The image with assigned profile can be saved
with a unique name for further inspection in ColorThink.with a unique name for further inspection in ColorThink.

After saving the profiled image, CONVERT the profiledAfter saving the profiled image, CONVERT the profiled
image to Photoshopimage to Photoshop’’s working space and save thes working space and save the
converted file with a unique name, for use in profile-converted file with a unique name, for use in profile-
unaware applications, and to be able to see (read out)unaware applications, and to be able to see (read out)
the profile-altered RGB data values.the profile-altered RGB data values.



Effects of applying different profilesEffects of applying different profiles
to nuSHADESto nuSHADES

no profileno profile

bad reference chartbad reference chart

nusg65 profilenusg65 profile

olcorr profileolcorr profile

rmIC profilermIC profile

rmPM profilermPM profile

rmMP profilermMP profile



Example of a bad reference chartExample of a bad reference chart

bad SG chart (top)bad SG chart (top) new SG chart (bottom)new SG chart (bottom)



Effect of bad reference chart profileEffect of bad reference chart profile
applied to nuSHADESapplied to nuSHADES

Neutral gradients haveNeutral gradients have
an unwanted inflectionan unwanted inflection
(arrow) because of(arrow) because of
improper gray patchimproper gray patch
reflectance, but colorreflectance, but color
gradients appeargradients appear
unaffectedunaffected

(a profile made from this(a profile made from this
chart still provides verychart still provides very
accurate color matching)accurate color matching)



two more examplestwo more examples……

nusg65 profilenusg65 profile
repro 2.0 gammarepro 2.0 gamma

d65 illuminantd65 illuminant

nusgNL profilenusgNL profile
repro 2.0 gammarepro 2.0 gamma
NL HID illuminantNL HID illuminant

Repro 2.0 profiled(2.0; d65):  Repro 2.0 profiled(2.0; d65):  
Sat 99%   deltaE 2.39   sigma 3.16   expErr 0.00Sat 99%   deltaE 2.39   sigma 3.16   expErr 0.00

Repro 2.0 profiled(2.0; NL HID):  Repro 2.0 profiled(2.0; NL HID):  
Sat 101%   deltaE 5.04   sigma 6.51   expErr 0.01Sat 101%   deltaE 5.04   sigma 6.51   expErr 0.01



Using ColorThink to examine profilesUsing ColorThink to examine profiles

¬¬ ColorThink (available from ColorThink (available from www.chromix.comwww.chromix.com) includes a) includes a
color space viewing/graphing utility that provides anothercolor space viewing/graphing utility that provides another
way to examine profilesway to examine profiles

¬¬ In addition to displaying the calculated gamut enclosed byIn addition to displaying the calculated gamut enclosed by
a profile, this utility can display the location of specific RGBa profile, this utility can display the location of specific RGB
data values that have been characterized by a profiledata values that have been characterized by a profile

¬¬ This capability lets us examine the overall volume (gamut)This capability lets us examine the overall volume (gamut)
of a profile, and also the individual characteristic curves forof a profile, and also the individual characteristic curves for
neutrals and pure RGBCMY colors (using nuSHADES)neutrals and pure RGBCMY colors (using nuSHADES)



Example of a well-behaved profileExample of a well-behaved profile

Adobe RGB 1998 color space displayed by ColorThinkAdobe RGB 1998 color space displayed by ColorThink



Viewing nuSHADES in ColorThink (2D)Viewing nuSHADES in ColorThink (2D)

Adobe RGB 1998Adobe RGB 1998
profile gamutprofile gamut

plusplus

nuSHADES withnuSHADES with
Adobe RGB 1998Adobe RGB 1998
profile assignedprofile assigned

yellowyellow

redred

greengreen

blueblue

magentamagenta

cyancyan



Three different vendorsThree different vendors’’ input profiles input profiles
for the same reference chart imagefor the same reference chart image

Adobe RGB98Adobe RGB98

ProfileMakerProfileMaker

MonacoProfilerMonacoProfiler

InCameraInCamera

Adobe RGB98Adobe RGB98

ProfileMakerProfileMaker

MonacoProfilerMonacoProfiler

InCameraInCamera



ConclusionsConclusions

¬¬ A well-made profile can improve the standardA well-made profile can improve the standard
color response of a Better Light scanning backcolor response of a Better Light scanning back

¬¬ There are many opportunities for errors whenThere are many opportunities for errors when
making a profilemaking a profile

¬¬ Color accuracy is only one aspect of a well-madeColor accuracy is only one aspect of a well-made
profile profile –– smoothness and linearity are others smoothness and linearity are others

¬¬ Only ONE well-made profile should be required forOnly ONE well-made profile should be required for
a given device & light sourcea given device & light source



ResourcesResources

¬¬ Imatest is available from Imatest is available from www.imatest.comwww.imatest.com
¬¬  for Windows only (or Virtual PC on Macs) for Windows only (or Virtual PC on Macs)

¬¬  Imatest Light costs US$99 Imatest Light costs US$99

¬¬  Imatest Pro costs US$299 Imatest Pro costs US$299

¬¬  NEW GamutVision utility now in beta NEW GamutVision utility now in beta

¬¬ ColorThink is available from ColorThink is available from www.chromix.comwww.chromix.com
¬¬  for Windows or Macs for Windows or Macs

¬¬  ColorThink 2 costs US$149 ColorThink 2 costs US$149

¬¬  NEW ColorThink Pro now available NEW ColorThink Pro now available

¬¬ nuSHADES test image is free from nuSHADES test image is free from www.betterlight.comwww.betterlight.com


